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                                                                                [image: Alistair Smith]            
                            Alistair Smith                21:22 26 Mar 24
                                                        It took 7 weeks from my initial contact to delivery of the completed boards for Headwell Bowling Club. In those seven...  weeks I had many calls and emails to discuss and tweak the presentation and font size of the lettering until I was happy with the finished article. Nothing was too much trouble for the staff and with each version a refreshed cost was provided. I would have no hesitation in recommending Signet to any club wishing to update their boards in the future.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Pauline Emmett]            
                            Pauline Emmett                11:51 18 Mar 24
                                                        We ordered 2 sign boards for our church and were able to provide details of what we wanted and discuss the draft design...  and make alterations which were quickly returned for approval. The whole thing was very efficient with an excellent result and good value.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: mark oliver]            
                            mark oliver                15:31 29 Feb 24
                                                        We ordered a 1200mm x 1200mm Lady Captains Honours Board for our Golf Club. The Signet Company was a pleasure to work...  with and the result is stunning! It could not be any better, and at such a reasonable price too. From initial contact, design team, production and delivery, everyone was professional and very prompt in action and response. We cannot thank you enough and would recommend to anyone.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Chistine Oliver]            
                            Chistine Oliver                11:49 18 Feb 24
                                                        Very efficient, prompt when responding to questions and amendments. Delivery was quick too. Would use and recommend...  this company again.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Georgina Holloway]            
                            Georgina Holloway                12:09 26 Jan 24
                                                        I called in a bit of a panic needing quality office door signs quickly. The signs arrived this morning (earlier than...  expected) they are perfect - sturdy fixings and top quality. I cannot recommend this company enough.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Mark Walton]            
                            Mark Walton                16:35 11 Dec 23
                                                        Excellent service from Signet Signs. A prompt and quality service. Our honours board arrived today, ahead of promised...  delivery date. Extremely well packaged.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Joanne Wilson]            
                            Joanne Wilson                11:53 29 Nov 23
                                                        I have used Signet Signs on numerous projects for our office and they have been great on all occasions.  They are...  always happy to help and are super accommodating when you are needing advice on different projects.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Philip Wilkinson]            
                            Philip Wilkinson                09:30 07 Oct 23
                                                        Signet Signs have produced Buckingham West End Bowls Club honours boards, and now our annual updates.  Great service...  and competitive pricing - very easy to deal with.  The annual update system is excellent and very easy to use, giving a superb update result. Highly Recommended.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Activ Air]            
                            Activ Air                15:05 26 Sep 23
                                                        We contacted Signet Signs for an external business sign. They were extremely helpful, with competitive pricing and...  excellent communication throughout. Our new sign looks thoroughly fresh & modern! We would not hesitate to use Signet Signs again and would highly recommend.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Irene Nottingham]            
                            Irene Nottingham                12:43 26 Sep 23
                                                        Signet Signs have produced Wilmslow Bowling Club’s new honours board. Great quality at a competitive price. Very quick...  to answer any questions and they understood the brief from the start. They were proactive and provided a couple of redrafts on the same day they were requested. Highly recommended.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Andrew Jordan-Smith]            
                            Andrew Jordan-Smith                12:27 16 Sep 23
                                                        From start to finish I was very impressed by the service received, this included communications and several variations...  to our 8 Honours boards ordered from Mike and his team. We asked for installation within the price, and again I was blown away from how professional Sam was and his attention to detail when he erected the boards after a long drive, (well worth the extra cost which was very reasonable considering that we were on the otherside of the country). We will be using Signet Signs Ltd again for future projects.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Justin Medcraft]            
                            Justin Medcraft                15:31 14 Sep 23
                                                        The process from start to finish was good although I had to chase the order up.  Apart from that all is good and I...  would still recommend and use their services again.  In terms of applying the lettering it was extremely easy and a video tutorial was very quick and easy to follow.  Thank you.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Tanya Szabo]            
                            Tanya Szabo                13:37 12 Sep 23
                                                        Competitive pricing. A slight hiccup in the timing and quality of signage designs being completed, HOWEVER superb...  customer service has consistently been provided by Andy Catlyn, and other individuals spoken to on the phone. Once reached, response and resolution have been prompt and pro-active.Notes that can assist with improvement:Systems may need reviewing to ensure emails are directed to those available/individuals receiving them are available to action them. I requested a naming system for our design files, to avoid confusion with our 3 very similar designs. This has worked.Identification of a sign design process with managed time expectancy and costs. It is a huge benefit to have no cost attached to the design work, YET identifying the parameters of this i.e. at what point costs could/would be incurred could help a future customer.We are on the first few sites of having these signs, therefore will look forward to reporting back on the quality!read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Gina Grohmann]            
                            Gina Grohmann                08:32 04 Aug 23
                                                        We contacted Signet Signs for business signage. They were very helpful. Great communication and we are very pleased...  with the sign. They delivered and planted it and all staff were extremely helpful and professional. Would definitely recommend this firm.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Anna Zagumny]            
                            Anna Zagumny                08:18 04 Aug 23
                                                        Promising start but unfortunately not a happy ending. Main project great with a hiccup on a smaller scale. Partial...  order delivered great quality, however second half failed to deliver. Friendly until issue arises. No solution proposed. I would personally explore other options available on the market with next project.Thank you for your reply Mike to my review. Even your reply doesn’t contain all facts.Shame you haven’t mentioned additional £220 plus VAT (as we’ve already paid for an installation that didn’t happen in the first place) you wanted to charge us, as you described in your email 3 minute job.Hugely disappointed with the service provided.I believe your reply only confirms unprofessional conduct in dealing with  any issues.Best wishes,Annaread more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Shaun Uthup]            
                            Shaun Uthup                14:30 26 Jul 23
                                                        Excellent customer service and they managed to turnaround my project ahead of schedule. I would definite recommend them...  for any signage needs.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Mike Meredith]            
                            Mike Meredith                13:37 26 Jul 23
                                                        Really friendly staff, very attentive service and a great price - my new honours board will look fantastic! Thank you,...  Signet Signs!read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Wayn Martayn]            
                            Wayn Martayn                12:24 26 Jul 23
                                                        Contacted signet signs regarding a honours board for the Graham Edwards Memorial Trophy raising money for leukaemia...  research, the service from consultation to design to completion was first class the board they provided was perfect no hesitation in recommending  signet signsread more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Karen Cook]            
                            Karen Cook                11:47 19 Jun 23
                                                        A friendly professional service. From design to delivery, everything has been excellent every time I have used Signet...  Signs.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Terry Brown]            
                            Terry Brown                12:01 18 Mar 23
                                                        Excellent service - the sales team replied quickly to my enquiry and helped me with the basic spec for our honours...  board. The designers then worked with me to get it just right. The end result is fantastic, looks brilliant and is just what we wanted.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Vykki Cutler]            
                            Vykki Cutler                14:17 08 Feb 23
                                                        Fab service for sponsorship stickers for our race car - hope they will add lots of horsepower! Patient with my little...  changes and quick responses from start to finish, thank you.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Jane Black]            
                            Jane Black                14:28 26 Jan 23
                                                        Excellent customer service - I chopped and changed the design for my honours board but it was never a problem - it...  arrived when expected and is super quality.  Am just about to place another order!read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Catholic Church, Melton Mowbray]            
                            Catholic Church, Melton Mowbray                16:30 01 Dec 22
                                                        This is our second board from Signet Signs and once again we are very pleased with it, plus the service from the...  company has been very good. We can recommend using them!read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Stephen Naylor]            
                            Stephen Naylor                15:43 23 Nov 22
                                                        The help received from Signet signs when designing the lettering for our honours board was first class. We will...  certainly be using them again. The process was done quickly and efficiently.Thank you.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: tectonics environmental design]            
                            tectonics environmental design                18:18 28 Sep 22
                                                        great service from the team at signet. they are the default provider for architects and I have always received...  excellent support from them. always good to support the bristol local economy too. give my love to all in  backwell.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: R BANISTER]            
                            R BANISTER                17:51 31 Aug 22
                                                        The whole Signet Signs team went about our order in a most professional and polite way. Showing patience to an amateur.                
                            
        
                                            [image: paul philcox]            
                            paul philcox                09:08 11 Jul 22
                                                        I delivered an honours board which required 60+ names to be applied and received friendly and efficient advice with...  regard to the layout.  Nothing was too much trouble and all the staff were exceptionally helpful with the board being sign written to my complete satisfaction.  Thank you Signet Signs for making the transaction such a pleasant experience.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Leo-Kennedy Azodoh]            
                            Leo-Kennedy Azodoh                17:28 03 Jul 22
                                                        I can't praise this company highly enough.I ordered a memorial board from them. When it arrived, I was not satisfied...  with the look of the colour of lettering I had chosen. They suggested a different colour and swiftly rectified without additional charge, which would have been within their rights.I highly recommend this company.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Dave Hamilton]            
                            Dave Hamilton                21:25 08 Jun 22
                                                        Signet Signs provided us with text for our club boards that we'd had made 'in-house'. The text was outstanding and the...  application simple. Communication was great and they even met a very tight deadline for us as well. Definitely be using them again.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Andy Fox]            
                            Andy Fox                08:51 29 Mar 22
                                                        Very happy with our life members board for our athletics club Manx Harriers. The board looks great and the delivery was...  efficient and timely. Many thanks.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Steve Marshall]            
                            Steve Marshall                10:20 21 Mar 22
                                                        Brilliant service. Our honours board looks excellent and is just what we were looking for. The ordering process is...  slick and easy and the result great.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: MartaCookman]            
                            MartaCookman                15:39 08 Feb 22
                                                        Considering I didn’t know where to start to create an honours board. Signet signs made the job the easiest ever. They...  created a stunning board that everyone is raving about and the process from beginning to end was absolutely pain free and ever so easy. Not only they supplied a great quality board, the design, the delivery the attention to detail and all the support you get throughout its closed to none. Thank you so much for everything.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Pippa Carrick]            
                            Pippa Carrick                09:54 04 Feb 22
                                                        Very efficient process from start to finish.   Products arrived quickly and look brilliant.  Would highly recommend.                
                            
        
                                            [image: Jeff Humm]            
                            Jeff Humm                14:37 20 Dec 21
                                                        Cannot promote this company enough. They have been so patient and accommodating for our company. The work is clean,...  professional and delivery was on time. We was updating all the way through pre and post production. Thank you to the whole team at Signet Signs Ltd.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Peace FIT]            
                            Peace FIT                13:49 06 Dec 21
                                                        Excellent customer service, we are so happy with our sign. The installers were patient and friendly too. Highly...  recommend Signet Signs.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Richard Taylor]            
                            Richard Taylor                15:08 19 Nov 21
                                                        Sign arrived two weeks late with no communication.  Had to purchase second sign as first wasn't strong enough.  Was...  given 30% discount off replacement but felt it should have been much more. Nice people but disappointed with overall service.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Malcolm Lippiatt]            
                            Malcolm Lippiatt                13:07 19 Oct 21
                                                        Excellent service and great products - couldn't ask for anything better!                
                            
        
                                            [image: Andrzej Hewanicki]            
                            Andrzej Hewanicki                10:20 23 Sep 21
                                                        Thank you Signet for fast tracking our order and making the delivery happen for the deadline of the opening ceremony....  As always, your service is efficient, well priced and great quality. We have no hesitation in recommending Signet.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Christine Hague]            
                            Christine Hague                08:37 24 Jun 21
                                                        Mark at Toutes Directions approached this company on the basis that they were really reasonably priced. We were more...  than happy with the service from start to finish. The quote was reasonable and when I wanted an amendment I phoned and was dealt with swiftly and efficiently. I sent the artwork and the very friendly and knowledgeable staff make ordering a pleasant experience. The letters arrived before the anticipated date and we were impressed with the template which made putting the letters up really easy! We are absolutely delighted with our sign. Thank you so much Signet Signs!! 😍read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Peter Whitlow]            
                            Peter Whitlow                07:06 22 Jun 21
                                                        Will certainly recommend Signet Signs to all my work colleagues & friends, on the ball from the word go, Signet went...  all out to make sure my sign was ready for me to collect even though I jumped the queue, excellent service.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Fasciatus Frank]            
                            Fasciatus Frank                19:12 10 May 21
                                                        Fast, efficient, very high quality, excellent design service. Everything spot on from start to finish. Nothing but good...  things to say.read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Rosie Bescoby]            
                            Rosie Bescoby                17:38 23 Apr 21
                                                        Fantastic service from beginning to end - went above and beyond in their contact with us and worked hard to arrange the...  vehicle signage around our commitments. Thank you very much!read more                
                            
        
                                            [image: Inkey]            
                            Inkey                16:57 23 Feb 21
                                                        Highly recommend Signet Signs and will definitely order my next signs through them.  They were incredibly responsible...  and helpful.  We made a few changes to our artwork, needed modifications on the mounting, and they did these perfectly.  Also, their price was incredibly competitive.  Once the order was placed, the sign arrived incredibly quickly and unbelievably well protected.  Amazing.read more                
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